Health & Wellbeing Approach
The organisers of the GO Awards Scotland 2021/22 have put together the following approach to
provide a safe space for participants attending the event.
Lateral Flow Testing
To help keep everyone safe we highly recommend that everyone attending (undertake a Lateral
Flow Test (LFT) prior to arriving at the event. Anyone with a positive LFT test or feeling unwell
must not attend the event.
Good Health
Anyone that is feeling unwell, or a little off colour should not attend the event and should stay
away and seek medical assistance if required. We would also ask anyone who has been recently
exposed to covid please undertake LFT test before attending.
Travel to the venue
Please follow best practice ‘COVID Sense’ when travelling to the venue, to ensure participants limit
the potential exposure to covid prior to arriving at the Crowne Plaza.
Face Coverings
Unlike some other areas of the UK, within Scotland a face covering (face mask) currently remains
a legal requirement when you are within the conference centre (other than when eating or
drinking or if you have a medical exemption). If you have a medical exemption, we kindly request
you wear an exemption lanyard/wristband or similar to highlight to our team members you have an
exemption. This will prevent delegates being repeatedly reminded to pop their masks on which can
become rather frustrating for the individual. (This requirement will be subject to further review on
the 18th April 2022)
Hand Washing/Sanitising
Everyone is reminded of the importance of regular handwashing and or sanitising. To assist with
this, the Crowne Plaza have numerous sanitising stations strategically placed in and around the
building, including the entrance area as you arrive at the venue. Toilets/washrooms are all clearly
signposted around the building.
Enhanced Cleaning
A stringent cleaning regime is in place with a focus on toilets, communal areas, hard surfaces and
high touchpoints.
Personal Greetings
We would advise to still avoid handshaking or any physical contact, a simple verbal greeting
remains more appropriate.
Physical Distancing
Although specified physical distances have currently been relaxed within guidance, we will continue
to adopt physical distancing as a control measure as and when possible and appropriate. The table
plan has been designed to ensure as much space in between tables as possible and fewer guests sat
at tables.
Onsite Expectations
Any participant onsite should adhere by the guidelines where possible- not attending if they feel
unwell, maintaining social distancing where possible, wearing face masks as advised and practising
good hand washing/sanitising throughout the day.
What to do if a delegate develops covid symptoms whilst at the event
Any delegate should contact any member of staff and request assistance. They should provide
details of the symptoms at that time.

